2001 - 2002 SFC Indoor Postal Program
SPORTING RIFLE
Program Chair - Dan Perry

416/332-8145

Rules: All matches in this competition will be carried out in
accordance with the SFC Sporting Rifle rules. Sporting Rifle
rule books and I.S.S.F. General and Technical rule books
are available from the Shooting Federation of Canada.
Length of Range: Matches must be fired on 20 yard ranges,
using only the 12 bull target #135. Targets will NOT be
supplied, but may be ordered from the SFC office, 613/
7277483.
Classification: There are four (4) classes: Master, Expert,
Sharpshooter and Marksman in all Sporting Rifle events. Any
shooter holding a current SFC classification will be placed
in their class. Any shooter NOT having a valid classification
will be placed in the Temporary Expert class.
Class Awards: will be based on the number of entries in
each event. Champion winners cannot also win a class award
in the same event. For example: A competitor who is a Master
and who wins the Prone Championship, cannot receive
another trophy in the Master Prone Class. This applies to all
Classes, and in all events.
One to four entries... first place only
Five to eight entries... first and second places Nine or more
entries... first, second and third
Junior Shooters: may shoot in regular Class events, in
addition to, or in place of, the Junior events. Only the desired
matches listed on the entry form, and the appropriate fees
paid, is all that is required. Junior events do not run concurrent
with the regular Class events. They must be fired separately.
To qualify as a Junior, a shooter must not have reached his/
her 18th birthday on the first day of the match.

6.

Courses of fire:
Prone
60 shots (6 targets) per team member
3-Position
20 shots (2 targets) per team member - Prone
20 shots (2 targets) per team member - Kneel
20shots (2 targets) per team member - Stand
7.
SFC Sporting Rifle Rules apply.
8.
Scores fired in team matches will be entered on
individual classification records.
Individual Entry Fees:
Team Entry Fees:
$12 per match (Sr.)
$24 per match (Sr. & Jr.)
$6 per match (Jr. or Sr. match)
Compulsory SFC Administration Fees:
For: Full senior SFC or DCRA member
Full junior SFC or DCRA member
Non member of either SFC or DCRA

$7
$5
$18

Members of clubs affiliated with the SFC or DCRA do NOT
have to be members of either SFC or DCRA to compete in
individual team matches. HOWEVER - Individual SFC
membership is required to receive SFC classifications.
Whenever possible, clubs should have one person co-ordinate
all their entries to economize on mailing costs.
Firing Date: The closing date for entries is February 15,
2002, but we will mail out target validation stickers and claim
forms as soon as we receive the entry forms. The closing
date for return of fired targets is May 31, 2002.
Make cheques payable to the Shooting Federation of Canada.

Matches for club teams:
1.
There is no restriction on classification.
2.
There will be separate matches for prone and 3position teams.
3.
Participants must be members of a club affiliated with
the SFC or the DCRA.
4.
A club may enter any number of teams in each
category without having to pay the administration fee.
Individuals may shoot on only one prone team and/or one 3position team.
5.
A team will consist of four (4) shooters. It is not
necessary to identify team members when making the initial
entry, but once a shooter has begun a set of targets, no
substitutes will be allowed.

Send Entry Forms and Entry Fees to:
Shooting Federation of Canada
45 boul. Shirley Blvd.
Nepean, Ontario Canada
K2K 2W6
613-727-7483
Send Score Sheets or fired targets to:
Dan Perry
308 - 20 Carabob Court
Scarborough, Ontario Canada
MIT 3N1
416/332-8145
All funds in Canadian Dollars.

